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The large-scale anisotropy in the cosmic background radiation has been measured at
3-mm wavelength with a liquid-helium —cooled balloon-borne radiometer sensitive enough
to detect the dipole in one gondola rotation (1 min). Statistical errors on the dipole and
quadrupole components are below 0.1 mK with less than 0.1 mK galactic contribution.
The authors find a dipole consistent with previous measurements but disagree with re-
cent quadrupole reports. The Ineasurement is also useful in the search for spectral
distortions.

PACS numbers: 98.70.Vc, 98.80.Bp

The large-scale anisotropy in the cosmic back-
ground radiation is one of the best probes avail-
able for studying the global properties of the uni-
verse. To date the only well established' ' devia-
tion from a strictly isotropic distribution is a
first-order (dipole) anisotropy with an amplitude
of 3 mK believed to result from our motion rela-
tive to the background radiation. The prospect of
finding a higher-order anisotropy, such as a
quadrupole, which would reflect large-scale
structure in the universe has stimulated many
searches. Recently Fabbri et a/. 4 and Boughn,
Cheng, and Wilkinson' have reported a quadru-
pole anisotropy with 1-mK amplitude which, if
confirmed, would be an important discovery and
a new cosmological tool. Current theories sug-
gest a natural interpretation for this type of an-
isotropy as arising from density fluctuations in
the universe"; however, the theoretical basis
for a quadrupole at the level reported is question-
able as it depends on the matter autocorrelation
function at large scales where it is not well un-
derstood. ' In addition both the Princeton and Flo-
rence data are taken at wavelengths where the
emission from our galaxy is a significant con-
taminant. One motivation for our experiment at
3 mrn is to search for anisotropies at a wave-
length where galactic contamination is substan-
tially reduced.

Another motivation for this experiment is to
look for the effects of the spectral distortions.
By measuring the dipole amplitude at several
frequencies the temperature of the radiation or

its deviation from a blackbody spectrum can be
determined. '" Since the magnitude of the dipole
anisotropy induced by our motion through the
radiation depends on both the intensity and the
spectral shape (derivative), "a distorted spec-
trum would give a different dipole amplitude than
a blackbody. The data of Woody and Richards"
suggest that the cosmic-background radiation
spectrum may be distorted at our wavelength. A
precise prediction of the dipole amplitude from
their daty, is not possible because of their flux
uncertainty and spectral resolution. However,
a smooth spectrum through their data yields an
estimated 20$ to 40/p enhancement of the dipole
at our wavelength over that expected from a 2.7-
K blackbody. In fact, comparison of our data at
3 mm with recent dipole measurements" at 12
mm does not give very good agreement with a
2.7-K blackbody. Because of this we quote our
results in antenna. temperature (as measured)
and do not convert to thermodynamic tempera-
ture which requires knowing the spectrum. Cali-
bration errors and various possible systematic
errors in both experiments limit a more defini-
tive statement. We will publish the results of
this analysis separately.

A schematic of the instrument is shown in Fig.
1. It is a Dicke radiometer which uses a rotating
mirror to chop the 7'beam between two positions
in the sky 90 apart and 45' from vertical with an
output proportional to their temperature differ-
ence. The receiver is a 90-GHz liquid-helium-
cooled low-doped Schottky-diode mixer and GaAs
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FIG. 1. Schematic of 3-mm radiometer.

FIG. 2. Sectj.on of telemetered data from April 1982
flight taken at 06:15 h universal time (UT). This time
corresponds to a zenith right ascension of 14.20 h. The
signal was smoothed with a 55-s RC time constant.
The dipole anisotropy is clearly evident as a modula-
tion synchronous with the rotation of the gondola.

field-effect transistor (FET) IF based on a de-
sign by Kerr." The exceptionally low-noise
diode was supplied by R. Mattauch of the Uni-
versity of Virginia. The minimum spot noise of
the mixer plus IF is 80 K with a system double-
sideband noise figure of 125 K over a 600-MHz
bandwidth which gives a receiver rms sensitivity
of 13 mK/Hz'~'. The measured emissivity of the
chopper is e=(9+1)X10 'derived from the in-
flight offset of about 200 mK. This is in good
agreement with the theoretical emissivity of e

=(25/Ao)cos 8 for a metal reflector with the elec-
tric field normal to the plane of incidence, where
0 is the skin depth, A., is the free space wave-
length, and 6) is the angle of incidence, 45 .
Using the dc conductivity of aluminum gives
E h

= 1 & 10 ' which is consistent with the meas-
ured value. The offset is very stable with a typi-
cal time derivative of 1 mK/h.

The package rotates at 1 revolution per minute
with a resultant sensitivity of about 1 mK in one
revolution. Since the dipole anisotropy is about
3 mK in amplitude it can be seen in real time as
the package rotates. Figure 2 shows a section of
telemetered data which clearly shows the dipole.
The radiometer is calibrated on the ground with
liquid-nitrogen and ambient-temperature targets
and is calibrated in flight every half-hour with
a small ambient-temperature blackbody target.
Currently we are limited to an absolute calibra-

tion error of 5')or though we plan to reduce this in
the future. The gain of the system is stable to
better than 2Q during flight.

There are a number of sources of potential sys-
tematic errors. Atmospheric emission is one of
them. At our altitude of 30 km we estimate a
residual vertical atmospheric emission of 10 mK.
0, emission dominates as there are no known
ozone lines in our bandwidth which is centered
at 90.0 6Hz. The atmospheric contribution to
our signal is minimized by symmetrical beam
paths. Combined with a typical gondola wobble
amplitude of —,

' ', atmospheric emission contrib-
utes less than 0.1 mK to the signal. The mag-
netic field of the Earth can be another source of
spurious signal because some components are
magnetically sensitive. The instrument was test-
ed to have a magnetic field dependence of less
than 0.1 mK for a field equivalent to the F.arth's.
Thermal emission from the Earth Is reduced to
less than 0.1 mK by the use of ground shields
and a low side-lobe antenna.

Emission from the galaxy is a possible source
of error in all anisotropy measurements and is
a particular problem in searching for a quadru-
pole since the galactic emission is qualitatively
a quadrupole in the northern celestial sky. Fig-
ure 3 shows the estimated galactic emission as
a function of wavelength. Galactic emission in
the centimeter wavelength region, where the
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FIG. 3. Estimated galactic emission as a function of
wavelengt . e irh. Th f st-order anisotropy (dipole) for a
3-K blackbody is shown for comparison.

Princeton data mere taken, is dominated by syn-
chrotron and bremsstrahlung emission whereas

re the Florenceat submillimeter wavelengths, where e or
data were en,e taken interstellar dust emission is

and bremsstrah-th ht to dominate. Synchrotron and bremss ra-oug
e ' turelung emboss&on edecrease (in antenna. tempera )

with increasing frequency while dust emission
increases. Near 3 mm wavelength there is a
natural galactic minimum or windom which we
are trying to exploit.

The instrument has flown three times though
the first flight returned only engineering data.
The second and third flights were f1.own on the
nights of 4 November 1981 and 26 April 1982,

8 and 10 h, respectively. On the first two
flights we flew on the gondolas of D. Wilkinson o
P eton University and R. Weisss of Massachu-rlnc

l . Wesetts Institute of Technology, respective y.
have surveyed most of the northern hemisphere
and down ot 14' S declination as shown in Fig.

All three flights were launched from Palestine,
Texas, at the National Scientific Balloon Facility

Following the convention of Smoot and I ubin'
the data have been fitted by first- and second-
order sp erxcah al harmonics. Table I summarizes
the various fits and errors. Because the data are
tak f one latitude the axially symmetricen rom
first-order [T, (Y,a) J and second-order Q,
spherical harmonics cannot be decoupled in a
significant manner. The statistical errors are
between 60 and 100 pK on the various dipole and
quadrupo e paramd l arameters. The effect of the galaxy
on the various dipole and quadrupole parameters
appears to be 70 p,K or less, and so contamina-
tion by the galaxy does not seem to be a problem
at our wavelength. Modeling galactic emission
with a (sinb) ' distribution (truncated at galactic
latitude b = 5') gives a marginally significant fit
with a pole (b =90') value of 50+20 pK. Exclud-
ing data within 5' of the galactic plane gives a
result consistent with no galactic emission, in-
dicating that the dust is probably more localized
than a (sinb) ' model.

Our data do not show a significant quadrupole
amplitude, contrary to previous reports. The
quadrupole reported by the Princeton and Flor-
ence groups should give 10@results (in Q,) at our

'ty New data from the Princeton group"
using a maser at 1.2 cm and a new galactic model
also show no significant quadrupole while further
analysis of the Florence datai4, i5 still shows a
quadrupole with part but not all of it possibly due
to a local source. Our data indicate that there
is no quadrupole in the cosmic background radia-
tion above the tenths -of -a-millikelvin level.
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FIG. 4. Sky coverage obtained from flights.
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TABLE I. Summary of fits in antenna temperature. To convert to thermodynamic temperature, multiply by 1.23
for 1'=2.7 K or 1.19 for T =3.0 K. Gal. Cut 5 refers to fits with data within 5 of the galactic plane deleted. T
=T, cos6 cosa +T~ cos4 sin~ +T, sin4 +q~(2 sin & —2) +@2sin2~ cosa +@3sin2& sin& +q4cos ~ cos2~ +@5cos & sin20. .

Function

Fi t (mK) Statistical Total

Al 1 Data Ga 1 . Cut 5 Error (mK) Error (mK) Correl at ion Coef f ici ents

T
X

T
Y

-2.89

0.51

-0.27

-2.94

o.57

-0.31

0.07

0.07

0.07

Di pol e Onl y

o.14

o.o8

0.00

1.00 0. 11 0.01

1.00 -0.10

1.00

Dipole and Quadrupole

T
X

T
Y

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

-2.90

0.50

-0.23

0.19

0.22

-o.o8

0.05

-2.94

0.55

-0.28

0. 12

0. 16

-0.07

0.07

0.09

0.09

o.o8

0.10

0.09

0.07

o.o6

0.15

0.10

0.09

0.11

0. 10

o.o8

0.07

1.00 -0.07 0.03 -0.39 0.23 -0.02 0.05

1.00 -0.02 0.27 -0.32 -0. 11 0.02

1.00 0.03 0.10 -0.02 0.20

1.00 -0. 11 -0.08 0.05

1.00 -0.01 0.09

1.00 0.00

1.00

~Correlation coefficients for full data set, no galaxy cut.
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